Data sheet

High speed
stacking door

HIGH SPEED STACKING DOOR

Kavidoors stackable high-speed doors provide a solution for the partitioning of work areas, both
indoors and outdoors,
outdoors with high traffic of people and vehicles with the need for quick opening
and closing maneuvers. Class 2 wind resistance.
Its application may be in large recesses and in any sector of the industry, being important to
emphasize the improvement in the energy efficiency of the installation due to its actuation
speed.
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Options
Automation (opening options).

Light signaling.

Metallic motor cover.

Customized corporate canvas design.

Different window configurations.

IP65 humidity motor protection.

White lacquer profiles.

Horizontal position motor.

Emergency UPS system.

Self-healing.

Clean room KIT (motor cover, watertight
gasket...).

TRAFFIC guides, luminous lacquer RAL 1026RAL 2005.
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Safety

Structure

It has a lower anti-crushing safety band,
band motor
with chute system, interior/exterior button
panel, photocell and lower strip of canvas
in yellow and black. It complies with the
safety standards required under the EN13241-1
standard.
standard
Timer and speed shifter. Reaction to fire:
fire M2
classification.

Side guides and upper drawer made of
galvanized steel and lacquered in RAL 7011,
provided with side seals.
Configured with a 900 gr/m2 canvas made
of polyester fabric with PVC coating on both
sides. It has two lines of sight glasses.

Motor

Control panel
Programmable.

Three-phase motor with chute system
integrated in its gear and limit switches by
encoder.
Speed 1m/s.

IP65 protection.

Colors
We have a wide variety of colors to meet the
needs of each client:
white 9016, yellow 1003, orange 2004, red 3002,
blue 5015, blue 5002, green 6026, gray 7038
and black 9005.
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1 Kavidoors logo detail.
2 Sight glass detail.
3 High speed stacking door guide detail.
4 High speed stacking door.
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Resistance
High resistance to air. Class 2 wind.
Closing
Closing with climatic and sanitary
guarantees.

Opening/closing speed
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Durability
Kavidoors high speed doors are made
of high-quality materials, offering great
strength and durability.
Easy assembly
Easy programming and regulation.

Maintenance

Opening and closing with speed shifter:
maximum opening and closing speed of 1m/s.

Low maintenance.

Airtightness
The fast and tight closing of the Kavidoors
stackable high speed door allows better
climate control. Using a canvas system without
reinforcements and a hermetic guide, we make
possible a closure with climatic and sanitary
guarantees.

Safety
This door complies with the safety
standards required under the EN132411 standard and complies with class 2 for
wind resistance. The motor complies with
the DIN-EN 12453 standard for “Industrial,
Commercial and Garage Doors.
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Plans

Light width + 810mm

279

Light height + 1080mm

LIGHT HEIGHT

1010

560

392

250
LIGHT WIDTH
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info@kavidoors.com
+34 960 619 719
Polígono El Molí, Partida El Testar s/n
46980 Paterna, Valencia, Spain
kavidoors.com

